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Up / Down Counter
Simple Up/Down counter which can temporarily display previous count 
values for correction or verification purposes.

Two Counter Tally with Sum or Difference
Two tally counters, viewable simultaneaously, which can compute its sum 
or difference.  Perfect for counting 2 different things (ex. Male/Female 
attendance, parking lot in/out, etc.)

Three Up / Down Counters
Three independent counters in one single unit.   Example application of 
which is counting AM, Noon,PM exercises.

Counter with memory
An UP counter with memory.  Count values can be stored in the memory 
for later review.

Small, lightweight and handy electronic tally counter.    Large LCD display for good readability !!! 
4 types of counting functions in a single unit !!!

RoHS

MULTIPLE POSSIBILITIES !!!
Linking DK-100D & DK-100M is possible.
-  DK-100M can reset simultaneously all the linked
    DK-100D units to it with a single push of the reset
    button.
-  Maximum of 9 units of DK-100D can be linked to
    a single unit of DK-100M.

Simple & easy to use electronic tally 
counter.  Smart design strap for better 
usage and handling.

Use it as a single unit desk type electronic 
tally counter or as combined type when 
linked with DK-100M.

The unique modular design makes it possible 
to link multiple units of DK-100D for a 
combined tally set-up or simply use it as a 
single unit tally counter as well.

(Hand Tally)
DK-100H

(Desk Tally)
DK-100D

(Multiple Desk Tally)
DK-100M

Simple tally counter with 
easy to view LCD display

Stand alone or Combined desk tally counters.  With its unique modular 
design, multiple units can be easily configured and linked. 
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